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One of the many remarkable qualities about Gordon Bower is the breadth of IUs
intellectual interests. From a brief perusal Df Gordor 's contributions, it is readily
apparent that he has not worked in one narrow area. !llstead, his efforts have pro
duced an unusually broad set of empirical flndin.gs across many literatures.
Perhaps even more significantly, Gordon has entertained diverse theoretical per
spectives in the process. Rather than adhering rigidly to a single position, he has
worked with multiple perspectives that exhibit significant tensions between
them. Even when it has not been entirely clear how 'these perspectives might be
reconciled, Gordon has entertained them inclusively. Perhaps he helieved that
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there was something inherently correct about each perspective, and that they all
could and should be integrated eventually.
I resonate strongly with Gordon in these regards. I share his enthusiasm for
diverse empirical areas, and for multiple, sometimes apparently inconsistent, the
oretical frameworks. I'm not sure whether I became this way from working with
Gordon, or whether I was already like this to some extent and drawn to him for
this reason. Regardless, having the unbelievably good fortune to be one of Gordon's
students certainly strengthened this aspect of my intellectual orientation, placing
it front and center.
I do not attempt to describe all the different research areas and theoretical
perspectives that Gordon addressed in his work. Instead, I focus on four themes
in our work that we share: association, imagery, propositions, and situation mod
.::Is. I begin by briefly reviewing Gordon's contributions in Ulese areas, and then
(;OIlllect them with my own work. Being exposed to these ideas as a graduate stu
dent had tremendous impact on my intellectual framework.

Associationism and Mental Imagery. As has been well established, Gordon
began his career as an associationist, a tradition well-known for its antipathy
toward imagery. In the 1960s, when Paivio (1965) reported that the imagability
of a word's referent was a strong predictor of its memorability, imagery rose from
the dead. Much further work from Paivio's lab followed, summarized in Paivio
(1971). A natural expectation would have been that an association.ist would have
felt deeply suspicious about such findings, and most did. Gordon, however, did
not, and resonated to the important role of imagery in cognition as well.
In an empirical style often associated with hi, work, Gordon attempted to
isolate the critkal mechanisms that produced imagery benefits in memory, rather
than simply demonstrating their presence. Bower (1970), for example, argued
that the imagery benefit resulted from increased relational organization rather
than from increased stimulus distinctiveness or reliability. Bower and Reitman
(1972) further explored the role of imagery in mnemonic strategies, finding that
imagining to-be-remembered items in the same scenes facilitated memory, rela
tive to imagining them in different scenes. Gordon summarized his early work
on imagery in a chapter that had considerable impact at the ti..me (Bower, 1972a).
Notably, the title of th.is review article was "Mental Imagery and Associative
Lea.l11ing," integrating two theoretical constructs viewed widely at the time as
incompatible.
During this period, Gordon was working with Stephen Kosslyn, who went on
10 make extensive contributions to the study of imagery (summarized in Kosslyn,
1980, 1994). In a joint publication, Kosslyn and Bower (1974) addressed the
sources of memory confusions in children versus adults. Of particular interest
was whether children confused piclUres on the basis of imaginal qualities, con
ceptual content. or both. They found that children exhibited sensitivity to both,
suggesting that children encoded both sources of information. Children, however,
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showed less sensitivity to €Onceptual information than adults, suggesting slower
development of the conceptual system. Again, this! work combined potentially
incompatible constructs: imaginal representations and conceptual symbols. As we
see in the next section on propositions, conceptual symbols became increasingly
central in Gordon's work.

Propositional Representations. Another major l.ndercurrent of the cognitive
revolution was the claim that all knowledge is encoded in propositional
representations (i.e., representations that encode knowledge into language-like
symbols of the sort found in logic). Many researchers were su"Uck by early studies
that showed memory for gist but loss of linguistic surface structure (e.g., Sachs,
1967). These findings were interpreted as indicating the presence of abstract con
ceptual representations that differed from surface stimuli, lining up with classic
arguments about propositions and their bound values (e.g.. Pylyshyn, 1973).
Rather than simply encoding simple stimuli as in associationist and imagery the
ories, people appeared to represent percc::ived stimuli with abstract propositions
that described their conceptual properties.
.
Simultaneously, propositional representations were sweeping across early work
in artificial intelligence. Knowledge engineers adapted propositional logic and
predicate calculus to create knowledge representations that supported (relatively)
intelligent processes in computers (e.g., Schank & Colby, 1973). Psychologists,
too, found inspiration in this approach to representation, believing that it captured
important properties of human knowledge and cognition (e.g., Nonnan, Rumelhart,
& the LNR Research Group, 1975). Some might think that this approach was
inconsistent with associationism, but not Gordon.
Instead, Gordon, taking the lead from another student, John Anderson, devel
oped one of the most ambitious research programs of the time. They argued that
memory and knowledge could not be represented in tenus of simple associations.
Instead, they proposed that more structured, propositional representations are
required to capture the rich conceptual structure of knowledge, including predi
cation (e.g., types vs. tokens), conceptual relations (e.g., verbs and prepositions),
and recursion (e.g., hierarchical structures).
John and Gordon applied propositional analysis ftrst to recall and then to recog
nition (Anderson & Bower, 1972, 1974). In one of the most influential books of
the modern era, they cast a broad propositional net ~cross cognitive phenomena
and implemented it in HAM (i.e., Human Associ~tive Memory; Anderson &
Bowcr, 1973). Tluough tillS project, John and Gord(ln found a way to reconcile
what would appear to be a major theoretical incompHibility: combining an asso
ciative approach with a propositional approach. What might have appeared to
be two irreconcilable frameworks turned out to be'complementary theoretical
partners.
With many later students, Gordon continued to apply the pro,Positional approach
to cognition. Two important directions for later work included appli~~tions of the
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propositional approach to the representation of text meaning (e.g., Bower, 1974,
1976) and scripts (e.g., Bower, Black, & Turner, 1979). As Gordon's interests
turned increa~ingl;' to language comprehension, he continued to use propositional
representations extensively. He also started returning to imagery, following a
provocative finding on perspective taking that implicated imagery in comprehen
sion (Black, Turner, & Bower, 1979).
Situation iYfodels. In an ingenious line of research with Daniel Morrow and
Steven Greenspan, imagery returned to Gordon's work full blown (MoITOw,
Bower, & Greenspan, 1989; Morrow, Greenspan, & Bower, 1987). These exper
iments demonstrated compellingly that people use spatial representations to
represent text meaning. People not only use propositional and associative repre
sentations, but use spatial representations as WGU. Ev<:n when a text does not
describe an important spatial relationship, people nevertheless compute and use it
to answer questions about text contenL An article in Science sununariu:d these
early studies (Bower & MOITOW, 1990).
Much further work with Michael Rinck from 1995 to the current time repli
cated and developed these initial findings (summarized in Rinck & Bower, 2004).
Besides continuing to show that spatial representations affect text processing,
Rinck and Bower related them to many other text-processing phenomena, includ
ing anaphoric resolution, auentional focus, surface structure, goal relevance, and
associative interference. The synthetic character of this work is quintessential
Bower, integrating imagery, propositions, and associations. Eal.:h is an important
part of the story, and the magic of cognition emerges from their synthesis.
The~c findings on spatial representation in text processing anticipated and
contributed to the ascendance of the situation model as one of the most central
constructs in discourse analysis (for a review, see Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).
These findings further anticipated the evolution of situation models into a new
form, where they are viewed mental simulations that represent text content (e.g.,
Zwaan & Madden, 2005).
Summary. The range of theoretical views that Gordon has not only enter
tained but synthesized in h.is work is remarkable. I can think of no other
researcher who has successfully worked within so m,my diverse t.raditions. In the
small subset of Gordon's research described here, he applied associative, imagi
nal, propositional, and situational frameworks. Not only has Gordon's work made
major contributions within each framework individually, it has also made signif
icant headway in finding ways to integrate them. Although we are still a long way
from having a fully integrated theory, Gordon has pointed the way. He has shown
the importance of integrating diverse but fundamental frameworks, and he has
demonstrated that this is possible. Given the complexity of cognition, it is unlikely
that a single onc of these frameworks wiU be suffJcient to explain it. Instead, all
of these frameworks and their integration are probably necessary.
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GROUNDING CONCEPTUAL PROCESSES IN
MODALITY-SPECIFIC SYSTEMS
Prior to becoming one of Gordon's graduate stud~i'I1ts, my undergraduate train
ing in psychology and cognitive science at the fJniversity of California-San
Diego, oriented me toward three of the themes tbat~ have described in Gordon's
research: associationism, imagery, and propositirns. Working on traditional
memory research in George Mandler's lab, I was e~posed to the associative tra
dition (which George liked to pit against tbe Gest~lt tradition). I also acquired
experimental skills that would be compatible with Gordon's approach to per
forming laboratory research. My first psych course was Perception, taught by
Lynn Cooper, ope of Roger Shepard's former students (TAecl by RJbert Glushko
and Arthur Graesser). I acquired a strong appreciation and interest in perception
from Lynn's inspired U'catment of the topic. Finally, I took several undergradu
ate and graduate courses from David Rumelhart and Donald Norman, resonating
strongly with their emphasis at the time on propositions and structured repre
sentations in cognition.
When applying for graduate school, my first choice was to work with Gordon
at Stanford because this seemed like the best match with the orientation I had
developed as an undergraduate. Although I didn't know what I wanted to study
exactly, I knew that it wuuld probably have something to do with proposit.ions
and memory. On being accepted to work with Gordon, I felt like I had won the
lottery.
Being a student of Gordon's for four years amplified and developed the core
themes that structured my initial orientation toward psychology. In particular,
associative and propositional structure becamc particularly central to how I
thought about cognitive phenomena. Furthermore, Gordon's interest in the situa
tions that underlie narratives and scripts became a core theme that I had not enter
tained previOUSly. Although Gordon was not thinking much about imagery at the
time, I took courses from Roger Shepard that developed the interest in perception
I'd received from Lynn Cooper's course. I also read all of Steve Kosslyn's work
and pretty much aU of the other work on imagery at the time as well.
Conceptual Proeessin{: Is Situated, Dynamic, and Structured

Situations and Ad Hoc Categories. Some of mx first graduate work reflected
Gordon's interest in situations. From reading all of r':;leanor Rosch's work during
James McClelland's cognition lab course at UCSD I became interested in cate
gorization. From reading Gordon's work on narrativ.,s and scripts, I started think
ing about how background situations (context) m.ilrht affect categorization. My
work on ad hoc categories developed from trying t~ resolve this issue (Barsalou,
1983, 1985, 1991). The central theme of this work i~ that many categories devel
,
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op to serve goals that agents have in particular situations. The role of situations
in cognition has remained central in my work since, and in the work of my stu
dents (e.g., Barsalou, 2003b, 2003c, 2005: Chaigneau, Barsalou, & Sloman,
2004; Yeh & Barsalou, 2006).
Another cen:.ral theme of my graduate work was that categories are dynamic.
Rather than there being a fIXed set of categories, there is an infinite number.
Consistent with tbe propositional framework, the open-endedness of human cate
gories results from tbe productive properties of a propositional system. By com
bining more basic concepts in a productive manner, more complex categories
can be constructed dynamically as needed to solve goals in specific situations.
Although I didn't think much about the mechanisms that enable this type of pro
ductivity during graduate school, 1 thought a lot about them later. I had the pleas
ure of eventually pUblishing an article on the productive bases of ad hoc categories
in Advances in Learning and Motivation, a series that Gordon was editing at the
time (Barsalou, 1991).

Associative Mechanism.s in Dynamical Conceptual Processing. Gordon's
associative orientation also found its way extensively into my graduate work on
categorization. In my work on ad hoc categories, I found that ad hoc categories
are less established in memory than taxonomic categories (Barsalou, L983). I
found that the frequency of processing category exemplars affects their typicality
(Barsalou, 1985). J found that some properties associated with a category become
activated automatically because they are processed frequently, whereas other
properties are active only in relevant situations, because they are processed infre
quently (Barsalou, 1982). Ail these findings reflect the underlying assumption that
the associative structure of conceptual knowledge is central to its representation
and processing. At the time, taking an associative approach to conceptual knowl
edge was relatively unusual, given that most researchers in the area came from the
study of language, and thus had a much stronger propositional orientation. not
taking memory into account. Being a student of Gordon's, however, made this
approach seem a somewhat naive and idealized.
After taking my fIISt faculty position at Emory University, the associative
underpinnings of knowledge became even more central to my interests. While
comparing typicality gradients in au hoc and taxonomic categories, I discovered
that these gradients exhibited considerable instability between and within partic
ipants. Different participants exhibited different typicality gradients, and the same
participant exhibited, Ifferent gradients on different occasions 2 weeks apart.
After leaving! graiiuate school, my research focused on documenting this insta
bility (Barsalou, 1987, 1989,1993). In many experiments, I showed that the aver
age correlation:between two participants judging typicality in the same category
is around AD, and that the average correlation within the same parLicipant over
2 weeks is around .7 5. Sirni~ar instability occurs during feature listing and judg
ments of category membership (e.g .. McCloskey & Glucksberg, 1978). Based on

these findings, the representation of a category does not appear to be a fixed pro
totype or definition. Instead, category representations appear to be constructed
online dynamically. Just as the human cognitive system appears capable of creat
ing an infinite numbe, of categories, it also appears capable of creating an infinite
number of representations for a single category.
On observing that the representation of a category is dynamic, 1 became inter
ested in trying to explain this dynamicism. How does the cogniLive system pro
duce different representations of a category, and wha~ factors affect this process?
The account that I developed assumes that a large boc.y of associative knowledge
exists in memory, and that, on a given occasion, a sm~ILl subset of tllis knowledge
is retrieved to represent the category (Barsalou, 198} 1989. 1993). On different
occasions, different subsets of knowledge are sampkd, such that the category's
representation varies across time. The subset retrieve~ is not a random sampLe but
reflects the information currently most accessible in) the category's knowledge.
Specifically, the information processed most recently and most frequently is likely
to be retrieved, as is information associated with the current situation. The core
idea of this approach was not all that different from Gordon 's' stimui~s'-sampling
theory, which had made a significant impression on me as a graduate student
(Bower, 1972b). The importance of associative and situational factors in deter
mining the most acccssible category knowledge on a given occasion echoes these
central themes in Gordon's work.

Frames Organize Underlying Knowledge in Memory. On adopting this
account of dynamic category representation, I became interested in trying to
understand the underlying organization of knowledge. What form does a large
body of categorical knowledge take? How does it support dynamic sampling? Not
surprisingly, I became convinced that categorical knowledge is structured propo
sitionally, following propositional theorists such as Anderson and Bower (973)
and schema theorists such as Rumelhart and Ortony (1978). Like they, I argued
that knowledge is organized around conceptual relations, argument-value struc
ture, and recursion (Barsalou. 1992, 199\ Barsalou & Hale, ]993). As people
process a category instance, information from the processing episode becomes
integrated into this frame ~tructure. Conversely, when people later represent the
category, they construct a p311icular rcpresentalion dynamically that instantiates
this structure. Rather than retrieving all the knowledge in the frame, tlley retrieve
a subset that instantiates it.
Unlike many frame and schema theories, tiris one assumed that dynamic asso
ciative processing is central to category representation. Ralher than a fIXed frame
or schema representing a category on different occasions, this approach assumed
that information in a frame is sampled dynamically, such that category represen
tations measured in the laboratory vary widely betwd~n and within individuals. I
also continued to assume that siruations produce powfrful context effects on this
dynamic representational process. Mirroring Gordon'i' orientation to the study of
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knowledge, the integration of associative structure, propositional structure, and
situations was central. Oue important theme of Gordon's work that I had failed to
include, however, was the importance of imagery in cognition.
Irna~es in Conceptual Pl'oeessin~

To assess whether frames organize the underlying knowledge for a category, I
attempted to measure this knowledge in various ways (e.g., Barsalou, 1991). In
particular, I attempted to establish the underlying frame slrUcture for the category
of vacations. I asked participants to produce knowledge about vacations in feature
listing tasks, and then attempted to organize tlle content of mese protocols into a
complex embedded system of frames.
Interestingly, I continually encou.ntered the following two problems. First,
there seemed to be no limit to the frame content for vacation. Just when I thought
mat I'd identified all the subframes, relations, and argument structures that con
stituted knowledge of this concept, participants would produce new ones. Second,
any given component of the existing frame structure appeared decomposable into
further frame structure. Just when I thought mat I'd fuund the primitive elements
of the frame system for vacations, one of these primitives would turn out to have
additional decomposable structure.
Fur a couple of years, I believcd mat these probicms reflected inadequate
methodology. I tllOught that lie inability to nail down the frame content of vaca
{iollS resulted from using laboralOry tusks that were incapable uf identifying all
the relevant content. I conullued to assume that my meoretical approach was cor
rect, namely, that a stable frame structure, represented propositionally in memory,
produces infinite category representations via dynamic sampling. It clidn't occur
to me that me theory might be wrong and that the methodology might be right.
Perhaps the continual discovery of new frame structure does not reflect method
ological inadequacies but instead reflects a fundamental fact about knowledge.
Perhaps no stable frame structure exists in memory for a category. Perhaps the
methodology measures category knowledge reliably, indicating that it is not fixed
but infInitely open-ended.
1 increasirlgly began to ask myself: \¥bat kind of mechanism might produce
the open-endedncss of knowledge content? Why might there be infinite compo
nents of frame structure for a category? Why might a given component of tllis
structure be infinitely decomposable?
One day in I ~90 while posing this question to a colleague, imagery came rush
ing back into my life. It occurred to me that a system examining mental images
associated with a category would produce infinite open-ended content about them.
Because an image canrbe described in an infinite numher of ways, there should
be no limit to the"relations, attributes, and values that can be used to describe it.
Similarly, because any component of an image can be described in further detail,
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the descriptions of image content shouldn't decompose into primitives. On enter
taining this possible explanation for the open-ended ~ontent of knowledge, I was
instantly captured by the potential .importance of images. Although I was far from
convinced thal this account was correct, and would not be convinced for several
years, I began entertaining it seriously (Barsalou, 1993). 1 began exploring how
images could represent knowledge, and began readirtg a wide variety of relevant
literatures in psychology, cognitive neuroscience, philosophy, cognitive linguis
tics, and computer science. I had added one more theme from Gordon's world
view to the others that had been structuring my previous work.

Integrating Images and Propositions Theoretif:llY. Although] became
increasingly convinced that images are central to
owledge representation, I
had;;, signifIcant worry. ] was convinced that proposi 'onalists were coaect about
the structure of knowledge (e.g., Anderson & Bower 1973; Rumehart & Ortony,
]978). From their arguments, meory, and data, ane from my own data, I had
become persuaded that knowledge contains preclica,\es, arguments, ",alues, and
recursion. I also believed that the process of interpretation is central to knowledge
representation, and that knowledge does not only contain recordings of experi
ence (e.g.. , Pylyshyn, 1973). I struggled to reconcile these"two convictions, much
in the spirit of Gordon's tolerance for contracliction j How could images imple
ment the propositional and interpretive qualities of knowledge?
The construct of a simulator offered one solution to this problem. According
to this construct, propositional representations can be achieved by integrating
imagery mechanisms with attentional and memory mechanisms. To see this,
assume that selective attention focuses on a particular component of a perceived (or
imagined) chair, such as its seat, and that a perceptual memory of tlus component
is established. Further assume that on later occasions, selective attention focuses
on other instances of chairs, and that perceptual memories of the same component
are integrated with earlier memories. Over time, perceptual information about the
component accumulates in memory to establish aggregate knowledge about it.
The developing representational system (what I came to call a simulator) func
tions much like a "type" or "predicate" in classic propositional meories. Accu
mulated information about instanccs in the simulator provides a summary repre
sentation mat has me generic c1l<u'acter of a type or p,redicate. Furthermore, sim
ulators can become bound to perceived (or imagined), instances to interpret them,
thereby implementing classic symbolic functions, such as the type-token dis
tinction, conceptual inference, productivity, and proppsitions. By using selective
attention and memory integration to process the cOQ"lponents of images (rather
than processing entire images holistically), fundamental aspects of the proposi
tional approach emerge. Barsalou (1993), Barsalou et al. (1993), and Barsalou
and Prinz (1997) provided preliminary accounts of this view. More developed
accounts appear in Barsalou (1999, 2003a, 2005a) and Prinz (2002).
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Implementing Classic Symbolic Operations. According to the theoretical
framework developed in these articles, the brain grounds classic symbolic opera
tions in modality-specific systems (a[though other neural systems are central as
well). Consider the symbolic operation of predication. A simulator implements
predication when it categorizes, and thereby becomes bound to, a perceived indi
vidual. When the bird simulator becomes bound to a perceived bird, for example,
the simulator interprets the bird as an instance of the kind of thing in the world
that established the simulator's perceptual content in the firSt place. Binding the
simulator to the perceived individual establishes a type-token proposition, where
the simulator is the type and the individual is the token. Although such bindings
differ considerably in form from classic symbolic propositions, they implement
the same basic functionality.
Once a type-token proposition exists, it produces conceptual inferences. A
simulator bound to an individual can be run to produce plausible conceptual
inferences that go beyond current perceptual information. Once the bird simula
tor becomes bound to a bird sitting in a tree, for example, inferences about the
bird could include simulations of it flying away, eating seeds, chirping, and so
forth. Furthermore, simulators have the ability to produce compositional simula
tions, thereby implementing the classic symbolic operations of conceptual com
bination and productivity. For exampk. the simulators for bird and purple could
jointly produce a simulation of a purple bird. Although a purple bird may have
ncver been seen bcfore, the purple simulator could modify the color of a bird sim
ulation to create this novel conceptual combination. Similarly, simulators for
other colors, such as red, green, and brown, could be used to systematically vary
the color of bird simulations productively, thereby producing conceptual com
binations for red bird, gret:1l bird, and brown bird. Analogously, simulators for
events (e.g., flying), mental states (e.g., frightened), and locations (e.g., forest)
could combine wilh the bird simulator to produce compositional simulations that
represent flying bird,jrightened bird, and forest bird.
As these examples illustrate, image-based approaches are not necessarily
incompatible with symbolic approaches, a fact lhat philosophers have recognized
for some time (e.g., Price, 1953; Russell, 1919). It is possible for knowledge to
be grounded in an image-based system, while simultaneously implementing clas
sic symbolic functions. Contrary to what is often assumed, the two views are not
mutually exclusive. Indeed, they are probably both essential parts of a complete
theory of knowledge and cognition.
Groul1ding Simulation in Neural Systems. As I increasingly came 10 appre
ciate the importance of grounding cognition in the brain, I realized that the sim
ulation approach makes considerable sense from this perspective. Consider how
simulation can be grounded in neural systems. While experiencing the current sit
uation, the brain's modality specific systems become active to represent percep
tion, action, and mental stales. Extensive work in neuroscience demonstrates that
feature areas throughout the brain represent the content of these modalities.
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As feature areas become active to represent experience, selective allention focuses
on subsets of them. As a subset is selected, nearby association areas capture it
in memory and integrate it with similar subsets stored on previous occasions
(Damasio, 1989). Once a modality-specific slale becomes stored in memory, it
can later be partially reactivated. By activating the associative units that captured
the Slale, the associated features states can be reactivated as well. In lhis manner,
brain states can be triggered that (partially) reenact perceptions, actions, and men
Ial states as simulations.
These simulations result from the same neural process that researchers have
been proposing since the 1990s as the basis of mental imagery in working mem
ory (e.g., Farah, 2000; Grezes & Decety, 2001; Jealluerod, 1995; Kosslyn, 1994).
Rather than operating only in working memory, however, these simulations are
also assumed to underlie conceptual representations that support the spectrum of
cognitive tasks (Barsalou, 1999). Furthennore, these simulations may often oper
ate unconsciously, rather than consciously as in mental imagery. Thus, classic
mental-imagery mechanisms may play wider roles than previously believed, oper
ating outside working memory unconsciously muCih of the lime. Indeed, such
simulations are increasingly viewed as playing central roles, not only in knowl
edge representation, but also in episodic memoryf (e.g., Buckner & Wheeler,
2001) and language comprehension (e.g., Zwaan &radden, 2005).
The simulation process is widety viewed as mullJcnodal. As the brai.n captures
modality-specific content about a category from experience, it stores content on
all the relevant modalities. Not only is visual conient captured for chairs, but
motor, somatosensory, auditory, motivational, and emotional content is captured
as .vell by the r'2spective neural systems. As local association area~ capture this
multimodal content, higher order cross-modal association areas integrate it hier
archica.lly to create a multirnodal representation of ,the category (e.g., Simmons
& Barsalou, 2003). Depending on the category, the modalities captured reflect
those relevant to interacting with its exemplars (e.g., taste for foods vs. audition
for musical instrnments; Cree & McRae, 2003). In general, situated knowledge
about categories appears to become established in memory, reflecting all relevant
aspects of the situations in which categories are processed (e.g., Barsalou, 2003b,
200Sb, 2005c; Barsalou, Niedenthal, Barbey, & Ruppert, 2003).

Empirical Evidence for Simulation in Human Knowledge. Just because it is
possible to develop a theory that integrates simulations and propositions doesn't
mean that the brain works this way. Empirical evidence is obviously essential.
When my stUdents and I searched for evidence in Ihe literature, we were struck
by the fact that very few researchers had explicitly ~ssessed whether knowledge
is grounded in simulation. We found much incidental evidence for this view in
experiments that addressed other issues (for a partial review, see Barsalou,
2003b). We increasingly believed, however, empirical paradigms needed to be
developed that a~sess the role of simulation in knowledge directly.
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Thus, my students and I began designing experiments to test this issue. We
began with tasks that were widely believed to measure conceptual knowledge,
such as the property generation and property verification. Most theories of knowl
edge at the time proposed that people generate and verify properties by consulting
classic propositional knowledge in the fonn of feature Lists, semantic networks,
and frames (e.g., Smith, 1978). Conversely, we wanted to test the hypothesis that
people produce and generate properties by simulating category members, and then
examining these simulations for the requested properties.
Our initial studies produced surprisingly robust and consistent results (for a
preliminary review, see Barsalou, Solomon, & Wu, 1999). Wu and Barsalou (2007)
found that occlusion affected property generation and conceptual combination.
Solomon and Barsalou (2001, 2004) found that property similarity and property
size affect property generation (when a superficial word association strategy is
blocked). Kan, Barsalou, Solomon, Minor, and Thompson-Schill (2003) found
neural evidence for these conclusions.

Widespread Evidence for Sinlulalion in Co~nilion
Researchers in many other labs were simultaneously exploring whether cognition
is grounded in modality-specific processing. At the time, considerable ~kepticism
existed in the field about this approach. After working with traditional amodal
representation~ for decades, it is not surprising that most researchers found tbis
view implausible. As supporting empirical evidence began to accrue, however,
n.:searchers increasingly began to believe that modality-specific processing plays
some role in higher <.:ognition (although many still believe that it play~ only a
peripheral role, with amodal representations lyiog at the heart of the cognitive
system).

Behavioral Research. Many researchers have played major roles in changing
the community's views. One significant source of empirical evidence has come
from research on language comprehen~ion. Nutably, much of this evidence
evolved from work on situation models championed by Bower and Morrow
(1990) and by Rinck and Bower (2004). Their seminal work hi1!hlighted the im
portance of spatial representations in language comprehension, dliving compre
hension researchers increasingly away from classic propositional representations
toward situation models.
Increasingly, comprehension researchers began viewing situation models as
simulations that reenact modality-specific processing. Gibbs and his colleagues
demonstrated lhe role of embodied metaphors in language comprehension (for a
review, see Gibbs, 2005). Glenberg and his colleagues demonstrated the presence
of motor, perceptual, and emotional simulation (e.g., Glenberg, Havas, Becker, &
Rinck, 2005; GIenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Glenberg & Robertson, 2000). Spivey
and his colleagues similarly demonstrated the presence of motor simulation (for
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a review, see Spivey, Richardson, & Gonzalez-Marques, 2005). Zwaan and his
colleagues reported numerous findings demonstrating the presence of visual
simulation (for a review, see Zwaan & Madden, 2005). The explosion of fInd
ings in this area is transforming the study of language comprehension, and the
roots of tillS transfonnation can be traced back to Gordon's work on situation
models.
Researchers in other behavioral areas also reported lines of work lhat demon
strated the role of modality-specific processing in cognition. Goldstone (1994,
1995) reported results showing that categories are grounded in perceptual repre
sentations (also see Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998). Similarly, Pecher, Zeelenberg,
and Barsalou (2003,2004) found that switching modalities produces a cost dur
ing linguistic-property verification, further implicating simulation in this task (for
a review, see Barsalou, Pecher, Zeelenberg, Simmons, & Hamarm, 2005). Borghi
(2005) obtained a variety of findings that implicate visual and motor representa
tions in conceptual processing.

Neural Evidence. Research in cognlllve neuroscience has also played a
major role in changing the community'S views about the role of modality-specific
processing in higher cognition. In the 1980s, Warrington and her colleagues
reported that lesions in the brain's modality-specifidl systems produce deficits in
category knowledge (e.g., WalTington & McCarthy, 1987; Warrington & Shallice,
1984). For example,lesions in visual areas compromise categories that rely heav
ily on visual features (e.g., animals), whereas lesiom, in motor areas compromise
categories that rely heavily on motor features (e.g., t\lols). Many researchers sub
sequently reported similar findings, consistent with the view that conceptual
knowledge is grounded in perceptual and motor {epresentations (see Martin,
2001, for a review).
Other researchers suggested alternatively that thet lesio:;! ::lata implicate other
mechanisms, such as statistical and categorical processes (for a broad collection
of articles, see Martin & Carramazza, 2003). Nevertheless, considerable evidence
exists that category-specific deficits reflect damage to modality-specific systems,
at least to some extent (for attempts to integrate multip~e mechanisms, see Cree
& McRae, 2003; Simmons & Barsalou, 2003).
Still stronger evidence comes from neuroimaging research. Many PET
(positron emission tomography), fMRl (functional magnetic resonance imaging),
and ERP (event related potential) researchers have measured brain activation as
people process conceptual information. Overwhelming support now exists for
central roles of modality-specific simulation (for reviews, see Martin, 2001;
Thompson-Schill, 2003). For example, Martin and his colleagues found that
color-, shape-, motion-, and action-processing areas become active as people
process conceptual properties for color, shape, motion, and action. Similarly,
Simmons, Martin, and Barsa[ou (2005) found that 'the brain's taste-processing
areas become active as people view pictures of appetizing foods, suggesting that
these simulations represent inferences about taste.
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Evidence has been accumulating rapidly that cognition i~ ground
ed in the brain's modality-specific systems. Much additional evidence in many
fields exists that has not been cited here, due to space constraints (for a review,
see Barsalou, 2008). Other theoretica.l views exist as well, also not cited. Never
theless, all this work suggests that cognition is not a modula.r system, detached
from systems that process perception, aClion, emotion, and other experientia.l
qualities. Instead, cognition appears grounded in these systems to a significant
extent.
Ten years ago, when it seemed unlikely that cognition was grounded in the
brain's modality-specific systems, it was important for researchers to demonstrate
this grounding. Now that this evidence has become overwhelming, the payoffs of
demonstration experiments are likely to decrease. Instead, it will become increas
ingly important to understand the specific roles of simulation in cognition. To
identify these roles, it will become increasingly nece~:;ary to develop detailed
process models of simulation, and to assess them empirically.

Summary.

CONCLUSION
I began this chapter by noting major themes in Gordon's work, which might, at
first, appear incompatible; associationism, imagery, propositions, and situation
models. Over the years, I have increasingly come to believe that Gordon saw the
fundamental importance of each theme in human cognition. As far as I know,
Gordon never claimed at any point that one and only one of these perspectives is
correct. To the contrary, he coexisted comfortably with all of them.
The continuing evolution of research and theory in multiple fields suggests
that Gordon had exactly the right instincts. We continue to see strong empirical
evidence for the central roles of association, imagery, propositions, and situation
models throughout human cognition. We are also beginning to see that they can
be integrated.
No one has represented and championed such a diversity of important themes
in modern cognitive science as Gordon. His impact on the field and on his stu
dents has been tremendous. It has been a privilege and a pleasure to know Gordon
and his work. The better I come to understand myself and my work, the more I
see the extensive presence of his influence.
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